The Need for Radiation Protection Calculated for an ISS Aluminum Module Water Walls Applied to a TransHabǦtype Inflatable Module
Radiation Protection
Providing "parasitic" radiation protection is prohibitively massive and expensive.
For a 240 day deep space mission with 150 mSv career dose limit and an ISS derived cylindrical habitat 130,000 Kg will be required. For the same mission where solar radiation protection is all that is required a 20 cm thick water wall in an ISS sized element will require more than 25,000 Kgs of water But do we need to provide this water from Earth?
A 6 person crew producing 15 l/personǦday of wastewater with a 80% recovery ratio will produce 6500 Kg/year of wastewater. It would require 4 years of operation to accumulate enough water to provide a solar water wall for a single ISS element.
Reliability for Long Duration Missions
Experience from operation of the life support system on Mir and ISS has demonstrated significant reliability issues for conventional systems. The Water Walls concept uses a more passive approach than the mechanical systems used on ISS Reliability -A More Passive Approach to Life Support is Better than all Mechanical Nature uses no compressors, evaporators, lithium hydroxide canisters, oxygen candles, or urine processors to revitalize our atmosphere, clean our water, process our wastes, and grow our food.
Mars Mission Transit Mission Surface Stay Time
Conventional NASA approach is to use electroǦmechanical systems which tend to be failure prone .
In comparison, Nature's passive systems do not depend upon machines and provide sufficient redundancies so that failure is not a problem.
The Water Wall concept takes an analogous approach that is biologically and chemically passive and massively redundant.
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